
Business Helping Business Achieve
Environmental Sustainability Excellence

GEMI is pleased to announce the release of the
GEMI Renewable and Alternative Energy Quick Guide
In continuing its partnership with 2degreesnetwork, GEMI will
host with 2degreesnetwork a webinar on September 3 at
11:00am EDT to share more information about this Quick
Guide.  You may register for the FREE webinar here:
 
https://www.2degreesnetwork.com/groups
/2degrees-community/resources/gemi-quick-guide-
renewable-and-alternative-energy/ 

"The GEMI Quick Guide on Renewable and Alternative Energy is designed to provide insight into
how corporations assess and implement renewable and alternative energy technologies," said
GEMI's Renewable and Alternative Energy Work Group co-chair and leader Steve Skarda,
Energy/CO2 Leader, The Procter & Gamble Company.  "The guide is designed to assist
companies in evaluating their renewable and alternative energy options. The information and
mini-case studies provided in this guide are designed to help a company define a strategy that
makes sense for them.  In addition to the Quick Guide, GEMI members provided mini-case
studies to share with users of the guide unique attributes that made their renewable and
alternative energy technology project and strategy successful," he added. 

GEMI Quick Guides are a new type of tool that feature best practices to address real-time issues
and topics of sustainability concepts, with mini-case studies from member companies that
incorporate members' experiences and support the GEMI mission of "business helping business
achieve environmental sustainability excellence".  The upcoming Quick Guide topics will include:
Preparing for the Next Wave of Change in Environmental Management, Selling Sustainability
Internally, and Employee Engagement. 

Have you submitted your nomination for the 2014 GEMI Solution Excellence Award? Both
GEMI members and nonmembers are welcome to apply!
 Submissions will be evaluated by the GEMI award selection
committee based on the following criteria: innovative use /
application of a GEMI tool; organizational benefits (improved
work process or productivity) gained from GEMI tool use; and
sustainability impact resulting from GEMI tool use in the



following categories: Environmental, Economic and Social. The
use of the GEMI tool can be in any time period, and it is not
restricted to the current reporting year. GEMI understands that it
may take time to understand the full beneficial impact from the
use of a tool.

Completed applications should be sent no later than September 5, 2014 via email to
INFO@GEMI.ORG with the subject line "GEMI Excellence Award Nomination Application".

 
We recently asked GEMI's Chair, Lori Williams, Business Strategy Advisor at FedEx,
how GEMI helps FedEx.

What are the 2-3 trends and business opportunities that
your company is currently focused on addressing, and how
is GEMI helping you get ahead of these for your company?
 
We are currently focused on ensuring sustainability efforts are
aligned with business objectives, engaging with stakeholders,
and increasing transparency in reporting, as appropriate.

FedEx serves 220 countries and territories, and connects more
than 90 percent of the world's GDP.  As a good corporate citizen, we focus on making sure those
connections are made responsibly and resourcefully.  For our transportation businesses, that
means efficiency is key in every aspect of operations.  Efficiency in our vehicles, our aircraft and
our facilities provide benefits to our customers with improved transit times, our business with
reduced operating costs and the environment with lower emissions.
 
External stakeholders expect greater transparency.  We're actively engaging our stakeholders in
a materiality analysis to ensure that we're not only reporting on the things we feel are important to
FedEx, but providing an appropriate picture that meets the needs of stakeholders.
 
The learnings from GEMI and its member companies have been a valuable resource in our
sustainability toolbox for over 10 years.  From high-level frameworks, such as the "Map of Future
Forces Affecting Sustainability" and the "External Future Forces Affecting GEMI", which require a
long view to make decisions that will mitigate  risk, to detailed discussions around current hot
topics, which focus on open, honest learning and sharing in a safe environment; and from
solution-based tools that allow deep dives into sustainability topics, to soon-to-be released Quick
Guides that give brief overviews of sustainability topics and help you to ask the right questions,
GEMI has delivered on its mission of "Business helping business achieve environmental
sustainability excellence."

Have you seen the growing interest in ratings and
rankings for environmental sustainability? What is your
company doing to stay relevant as expectations
change? GEMI can help your company find the right
path to this, and many other Sustainability



questions.
Learn more about GEMI here

Eligibility: GEMI Membership is open to any business corporation that is
committed to fostering environmental sustainability and EHS excellence,
and whose PRIMARY focus is on addressing its own challenges or issues in
this area, and not on evaluating the activities of, or providing such
consulting services to, others.

GEMI recently announced a new membership category to expand its relevance
to smaller companies who are looking for an affordable way to connect with critical
concepts in the pursuit of environmental sustainability. It's a perfect time to check it
out and learn how easily you can expand your depth of knowledge in sustainability
issues.

For more information about GEMI, including have access
to our +30 FREE self-assessment environmental

sustainability tools via the GEMI Solution Tool Matrix and
please visit us at www.gemi.org

STAY CONNECTED to GEMI and @GEMInews
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